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3-3/8" [85.73mm]

3-3/8" [85.73mm]
Autometer in-dash mounted Z-series tachos and speedos

feature black bezel styling with white figures and a red pointer.

SPEEDOMETER & ELECTRIC TACHOS

BY2694 160mph Speedometer ................... £142.81
Mechanical speedo, [needs a cable] with built in trip odometer

and lighting

BY2688 160mph Electronic speedometer .. £269.16
This speedo, [requires an electronic signal. Could be a trans’

sender, or a GPS sender, or a propshaft mounted sender].

BY2699 8,000rpm in dash tachometer ....... £206.32
OK with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with most factory and aftermarket

ignitions. Coil pack ignitions will need an adaptor- [BY8918].

BY2894 8000rpm 3-3/4” pedestal mount .. £193.68
OK with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with most factory and aftermarket

ignitions. Coil pack ignitions will need an adaptor- [BY8918].

FULL SWEEP MECHANICAL SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL

2 1/16" [52.39mm] 2 1/16" [52.39mm]

Autometer Z-series mechanical gauges feature a small size

race quality mechanism with black bezel styling. The full

sweep dials match the in-dash tachometers and speedometers.

Autometer Z-series electrical gauges feature black bezel

styling. They include the necessary senders, [excluding the

fuel gauge] and feature a rugged air-core design. Red and green

bulb covers are included.

BY2604 Oil pressure 0-100psi .................... £102.62
Includes 10ft nylon tubing, 1/8” ans 1/4” NPT fittings.

BY2607 Water temperature 120o-240of ...... £143.60
Includes 6ft capillary tubing and 1/2” NPT fitting. [Capillary

tube must utilize smooth bends [not sharp]. If tube is broken

it cannot be repaired and the gauge is scrap].

BY2634 Oil pressure 0-100psi .................... £128.05
Includes electric sender, 1/8” & 1/4” NPT fittings.

BY2635 Water temperature 100o-250of ........ £98.33
Includes 1/8” NPT sender, 3/8” & 1/2” NPT fittings.

BY2645 Voltmeter 8-18 volts ........................ £78.52

BY2643 Fuel level- universal ........................ £92.74
240 ohms when empty to 33 ohms when full. Can be used

with BY3262 Autometer tank sender unit.

V40

Please note we can special order
any Autometer product. The
time taken for delivery will be
relatively short, provided
AUTOMETER have the items
concerned, in stock.

Street Performance - Z 
SERIES

AUTOMETER STREET PERFORMANCE



S8/2 S8/2

- INSTRUMENTS -
Autometer Street Performance

STREET RODS - ARCTIC WHITE

Features a clear, domed lense, race style red pointer and a chrome bezel.

Red & green bulb covers included.

SPEEDOMETER & ELECTRIC TACHOS

Autometer in-dash mounted Arctic White tachos and speedos

feature a clear domed lense, chrome bezel styling with a white

dial face, black figures and a red pointer. Perimeter lighting is

used.

3-3/8" [85.73mm]

BY1379 Electronic speedo 120mph ........... £274.62
Electronic speedo, [requires an electronic signal. Could be a

trans’ sender, or a GPS sender, or a propshaft mounted sender].

BY1390 8,000rpm in dash tachometer ....... £163.09
For use with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with most factory and

aftermarket ignitions. Coil pack ignitions will need an adaptor-

[BY8918].

BY1381 Electronic speedo 120mph ........... £352.72
Electronic speedo, [requires an electronic signal. Could be a

transmission sender, or a GPS sender, or a propshaft mounted

sender]. Also includes an 8000rpm tachometer, built into the

lower part of the gauge.

QUAD GAUGE ASSEMBLY

3-3/8" [85.73mm]

This unique Quad Gauge is matched to the BY1381

Speedometer and Tachometer. They are both 3-3/8”. The Quad

Gauge is complete with all sender units [excluding fuel tank].

BY1312 Quad gauge- 4 in 1 ...................... £207.23
This unique instrument has four gauges in one- 0-100psi oil

pressure, 100o-250of water temperature, 8-18volt voltmeter and

fuel level- 240 ohms empty and 33 ohms full. If a fuel gauge

sender is required an Autometer unit is available [BY3262].

SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL

2 1/16" [52.39mm]

Autometer Arctic White electrical gauges feature a clear domed

lense, chrome bezel styling with a white dial face, black figures

and a red pointer. Perimeter lighting is used. The necessary

sender units are included [excluding fuel gauge].

BY1327 0-100psi oil pressure .................... £105.90
Includes electric sender, 1/8” & 1/4” NPT fittings.

BY1337 Temperature gauge 100o-250of ....... £73.50
Includes 1/8” NPT electric sender, 3/8” & 1/2” NPT fittings.

BY1391 Voltmeter 8-18 volts ........................ £57.72

BY1317 Fuel level universal 12v .................. £61.40
240 ohms when empty to 33 ohms when full. Can be used with

BY3262 Autometer tank sender unit.

Please note we can special order
any Autometer product. The
time taken for delivery will be
relatively short, provided
AUTOMETER have the items
concerned, in stock.



- INSTRUMENTS -

Autometer Street Performance

S8/3 S8/3

STREET RODS - CLASSICS etc - AUTOGAGE
Features Tachometers for mounting on the steering column or on top of the dash.Together with two types of panel complete with mechanical

gauges at a budget price. Not suitable for out & out Racing! All instruments have built in lighting.

3-3/4" [95.25mm]

STREET TACHOMETERS

Autometer on-dash or column mounted Autogage Street

Tachometers. Not for out & out Racing. All these instruments

have built in lighting.

BY2300 Black Tachometer- 0-8000rpm .... £101.50
Black face tachometer, for use with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with

most factory and aftermarket ignitions. Coil pack ignitions

will need an adaptor- [BY8918]. Adjustable red line.

BY2301P Chrome Tachometer- 0-8000rpm £123.17
Black face tachometer, for use with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with

most factory and aftermarket ignitions. Coil pack ignitions

will need an adaptor- [BY8918]. Adjustable red line.

BY2304 Chrome Tachometer- 0-8000rpm . £123.17
White face tachometer, for use with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with

most factory and aftermarket ignitions. Coil pack ignitions

will need an adaptor- [BY8918]. Adjustable red line.

5" [127mm]

STREET TACHOMETERS

Autometer on-dash or column mounted Autogage Street

Tachometers. Not for out & out Racing. All these instruments

have built in lighting.

BY233905 Shift light Tacho- 0-8000rpm .. £221.76
Black face tachometer, for use with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with

most factory and aftermarket ignitions. Coil pack ignitions

will need an adaptor- [BY8918]. Adjustable shift light.

Please note we can special
order  any Autometer product.
The time taken for delivery will
be relatively short, provided
AUTOMETER have the items
concerned, in stock.

AUTOGAGE INSTRUMENT PANEL

Approximately 7.5”  x  2.875”. Gauges are 2-1/16”.

BY2397 Mechanical oil & water + volts ...... £98.92
Water temperature gauge includes capillary tubing . [Capillary

tube must utilize smooth bends [not sharp]. If tube is broken

it cannot be repaired and the gauge is scrap]. A 6ft nylon tube

is supplied for the oil pressure gauge. Each gauge has a light.

Wiring is not included.

AUTOGAGE INSTRUMENT PANEL

Approximately 6.125”  x  2.375”. Gauges are 1-1/2”.

BY2391AM Electric oil, water & volts ...... £130.91
These gauges come in a black console. The gauges are supplied

complete with senders, fittings & installation kit. Each gauge

has a light. Wiring is not included.

FUEL PRESSURE GAUGES

Mechanical gauge 1-1/2” [38.1mm]. These gauges have no

lighting & are not to be mounted inside the vehicle. The liquid

filled version will cope better with vibration.

BY1561 White face 0-15psi .......................... £30.08

BY2175 White face fluid filled 0-15psi ....... £58.60

BY2 Pressure gauge to Holley regulator ......... £4.75

BY65360 “T” piece 3/8” hose-takes gauge .. £18.13



- INSTRUMENTS -

Autometer Street Performance

S8/4 S8/4

STREET RODS - CLASSICS etc - AUTOMETER
THESE KITS ARE COMPLETE WITH ALL THE SENDERS REQUIRED. THE ELECTRONIC

SPEEDO “GENERATOR”, WILL WORK WITH A MECHANICAL CABLE.

BY1421 Designer Black kit ................................. £461.15
This kit comes complete with all the senders, including the fuel tank sender unit. [240ohms empty and 33 ohms full]. The electric speedo is driven by a small “generator” that attaches to the

speedo cable. Save money! cheaper than buying the parts separately. These gauges feature a domed lense. They all have internal lighting. The electronic speedo has an LCD trip mileage meter.

DESIGNER BLACK KIT



- INSTRUMENTS -

Autometer Performance/Racing

S8/5 S8/5

PERFORMANCE-RACING & STREET - SPORT-COMP
Autometer’s Sport Comp gauges reinvented performance instrumentation as we know it. A clean, easy to read design, highly ruggedized

movements built to withstand the rigors of competition and the legendary look that set the standards in racing. Just at home on the street as

they are on the racetrack.

SPEEDOMETER & ELECTRIC TACHOS

Autometer in-dash mounted Sport-Comp tachos and speedos

feature a clear flat lense, “aluminium” bezel styling with a

black dial face, white figures and a red pointer. All gauges

have built in lighting.

3-3/8" [85.73mm]

BY3988 Electronic speedo 160mph ........... £337.92
Electronic speedo, [requires an electronic signal. Could be a

trans’ sender, or a GPS sender, or a propshaft mounted sender].

BY3991 8,000rpm in dash tachometer£To order
For use with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with most factory and

aftermarket ignitions. Coil pack ignitions will need an adaptor-

[BY8918].

3-3/4" [95.25mm]

Autometer pedestal mounted Sport-Comp tachometers feature

a clear flat lense, “aluminium” bezel styling with a black dial

face, white figures, a red pointer and an adjustable redline

pointer. Built in lighting.

BY3780 8,000rpm pedestal mount tacho’ .. £258.72
For use with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with most factory and

aftermarket ignitions. Coil pack ignitions will need an adaptor-

[BY8918].

5" [127mm]

As per BY3780 but 5” with shift light.

BY3905 8,000rpm pedestal mount tacho’ .. £349.76
Details as per BY3780

FULL SWEEP MECHANICAL

Autometer SPORT-COMP mechanical gauges feature a clear

flat lense, aluminium bezel styling with a black dial face, white

figures and a red pointer. Perimeter lighting is used.

2 1/16" [52.39mm]

BY3321 0-100psi oil pressure .................... £108.37
Includes 10ft nylon tubing, 1/8” & 1/4” NPT fittings.

BY3332M Temperature gauge 50o-115oc       £146.20

Includes 6ft capillary tubing & 1/2” NPT fitting. [Capillary

tube must utilize smooth bends [not sharp]. If tube is broken

it cannot be repaired and the gauge is scrap].

BY3301 Boost/vacuum 30”hg 20psi .........£53.33sp
Includes 10ft nylon tube & universal T fitting.

BY3313 Fuel pressure 0-15psi .................... £209.81
Includes isolator & 4ft line. Can be mounted in car. Requires

braided line from fuel source to isolator.

Please note we can special order  any Autometer
product. The time taken for delivery will be
relatively short, provided AUTOMETER have the

items concerned, in stock.

SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL

2 1/16" [52.39mm]

Autometer SPORT-COMP electrical gauges feature a clear

flat lense, aluminium bezel styling with a black dial face, white

figures and a red pointer. Perimeter lighting is used. The

necessary sender units are included [excluding fuel gauge].

BY3327 0-100psi oil pressure .................... £136.38
Includes 1/8” NPT sender & 1/4” NPT fitting.

BY3337M Water temp’ gauge 40o-120oc .... £105.35
Includes 1/8” NPT electric sender, 3/8” & 1/2” NPT fittings.

BY3391 Voltmeter 8-18 volts ........................ £86.24

BY3316 Fuel level universal 12v ................ £101.32
240 ohms when empty to 33 ohms when full. Can be used

with BY3262 Autometer tank sender unit.

BY3363 Fuel pressure 0-100psi .............. £171.85sp
Digital stepper motor, can be mounted in car. Includes 1/8”

NPT sender and 8ft wiring harness.



- INSTRUMENTS -
Autometer Performance/Racing

S8/6 S8/6

PERFORMANCE-RACING & STREET - SPORT-COMP
Autometer’s Sport Comp gauges reinvented performance instrumentation as we know it. A clean, easy to read design, highly ruggedized

movements built to withstand the rigors of competition and the legendary look that set the standards in racing. Just at home on the street as

they are on the racetrack.

SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL

2 1/16” [52.39mm]

3-3/8"-85.73mm 2-1/16"-52.4mm

Autometer SPORT-COMP mechanical gauges feature a clear

flat lense, aluminium bezel styling with a black dial face, white

figures and a red pointer. Perimeter lighting is used.

2 5/8" [66.68mm]

BY3421 0-100psi oil pressure ...................... £78.61
Includes 10ft nylon tubing, 1/8” & 1/4” NPT fittings.

BY3431M Temperature gauge 60o-140oc ... £120.08
Includes 6ft capillary tubing & 1/2” NPT fitting. [Capillary

tube must utilize smooth bends [not sharp]. If tube is broken

it cannot be repaired and the gauge is scrap].

BY3441 Oil temp’ 140o-280of ..................... £146.04
Includes 6ft capillary tube & 1/2” npt fitting. [Capillary tube

must utilize smooth bends [not sharp]. If tube is broken it

cannot be repaired and the gauge is scrap].

SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL

2 5/8" [66.68mm]

Autometer SPORT-COMP electrical gauges feature a clear

flat lense, aluminium bezel styling with a black dial face, white

figures and a red pointer. Perimeter lighting is used. The

necessary sender units are included [excluding fuel gauge].

BY3522 0-100psi oil pressure .................... £105.00
Includes 1/8” NPT sender & 1/4” NPT fitting.

BY3531 Water temp’ gauge 100o-250of ...... £108.91
Includes 1/8” NPT electric sender, 3/8” & 1/2” NPT fittings.

BY3592 Voltmeter 8-18 volts ........................ £92.06

BY3516 Fuel level universal 12v .................. £95.53
240 ohms when empty to 33 ohms when full. Can be used

with BY3262 Autometer tank sender unit.

Autometer SPORT-COMP electrical gauges feature a clear

flat lense, aluminium bezel styling with a black dial face, white

figures and a red pointer. Perimeter lighting is used. The

necessary sender units are included [excluding fuel gauge].

BY3348M Oil temp’ gauge 60o-150oc .......... £93.36
Includes 1/8” NPT electric sender, 3/8” & 1/2” NPT fittings.

BY3357 Trans’ temp’ gauge 100o-250of ....... £99.67
Includes 1/8” NPT electric sender, 3/8” & 1/2” NPT fittings.

BY3379 Air-Fuel ratio-WIDEBAND ......... £283.22
This is a very accurate instrument & comes with a Bosch4.2

oxygen sensor. It will read between 10:1 and 17:1.A useful

tool that can help you tune your Carb or FI accurately.

FULL SWEEP MECHANICAL

2-5/8”

2-5/8”

2-5/8”

2-5/8”

2-5/8”

2-5/8”

2-5/8”

Autometer’s “Traditional” Electric Instruments with JEEP logo on the face

JEEP-Official Licensed Gauges

SPEEDOMETER & ELECTRIC TACHO’ SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL

2-1/16"-52.4mm

In-dash mounted JEEP tachos and speedos feature a clear flat

lense, chrome bezel styling with a black dial face, white figures

and a red pointer. Perimeter lighting is used.

BY880244 Electronic speedo 160mph ....... £282.18

BY880246 8,000rpm in dash tachometer ... £218.76
For use with most 4,6 or 8cyl engines.

Autometer JEEP electrical gauges feature a clear flat lense,

chrome bezel with a black face, white figures & a red pointer.

Perimeter lighting is used. Sender units are included [excluding

fuel gauge].

BY880240 0-100psi oil pressure ................ £123.25
Includes 1/8” NPT sender & 1/4” NPT fitting

BY880241 Water temp’ gauge 100o-250of .... £75.22
Includes 1/8” NPT electric sender, 3/8” & 1/2” NPT fittings.

Autometer JEEP electrical gauges feature a clear flat lense,

chrome bezel with a black face, white figures & a red pointer.

Perimeter lighting is used. No wiring included.

BY880242 Voltmeter 8-18 volts ................... £81.68



- INSTRUMENTS -

Autometer Performance/Street

S8/7 S8/7

PERFORMANCE & STREET -
Autometer’s FORD RACING gauges, are an official Licensed product. A clean, very attractive, easy to read design, highly ruggedized

movements built to withstand the rigors of Street/Performance & Competition

SPEEDOMETER & ELECTRIC TACHOS

Autometer in-dash mounted Ford-Racing tachos and speedos

feature a clear flat lense, “aluminium” bezel styling with a

black dial face, white figures and a red pointer. All gauges

have built in lighting.

3-3/8" [85.73mm]

BY880082 Electronic speedo 160mph ....... £310.50
Electronic speedo, [requires an electronic signal. Could be a

trans’ sender, or a GPS sender, or a propshaft mounted sender].

BY880084 10,000rpm in dash tachometer £235.69
For use with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with most factory and

aftermarket ignitions. Coil pack ignitions will need an adaptor-

[BY8918].

3-3/8" [85.73mm]

Autometer pedestal mounted Ford-Racing tachometers

feature a clear flat lense, “aluminium” bezel styling with a

black dial face, white figures, a red pointer and an adjustable

shift light. Built in lighting.

BY880083 10,000rpm pedestal tacho’ ....... £381.92
For use with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with most factory and

aftermarket ignitions. Coil pack ignitions will need an adaptor-

[BY8918].

Autometer Ford-Racing electric gauges feature a clear flat

lense, aluminium bezel styling with a black dial face, white

figures and a red pointer. Perimeter lighting is used.

2 1/16" [52.39mm]

BY880076 0-100psi oil pressure ................ £171.67
Includes 1/8” NPT sender & 1/4” NPT fitting.

BY880822 Water temp gauge 100o-250of ... £123.53
Includes 1/8” NPT electric sender, 3/8” & 1/2” NPT fittings.

BY880081 Voltmeter 8-18 volts ................... £86.44
No wiring included.

DIGITAL STEPPER MOTOR

2 1/16" [52.39mm]

FULL SWEEP MECHANICAL

BY880106 Boost-mechanical 0-60psi ........ £124.70
Includes 10ft nylon tube.

2 1/16" [52.39mm]

SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL

Autometer Ford-Racing electric gauges feature a clear flat

lense, aluminium bezel styling with a black dial face, white

figures and a red pointer. Perimeter lighting is used.

BY880400 Fuel level programmable 0-280ohm £166.38
Features 7 pre-sets, plus a universal programmable setting.

Please note we can special
order  any Autometer product.
The time taken for delivery will
be relatively short, provided
AUTOMETER have the items
concerned, in stock.



- INSTRUMENTS -

Autometer Performance/Street

S8/8 S8/8

PERFORMANCE & STREET -
Autometer’s “COBRA” gauges, are very similar to the original instruments in the genuine OE Cobra. Note the speedometer runs in reverse

[anti-clockwise]. Autometer’s “MOPAR” instruments are an official Licensed product. A clean, very attractive, easy to read design, highly

ruggedized movements built to withstand the rigors of Street/Performance & Competition

SPEEDOMETER & ELECTRIC TACHOS

Autometer in-dash mounted Cobra tachos and speedos feature a

clear flat lense, chrome bezel styling with a black dial face, white

figures and a white pointer. All gauges have built in lighting.

4" [101.6mm]

BY201013 Electronic speedo 180mph ....... £263.52
Electronic speedo, [requires an electronic signal. Could be a trans’

sender, or a GPS sender, or a propshaft mounted sender].

BY201004 8,000rpm in dash tach V8 only £204.76
For use with 8cyl engines with most factory and aftermarket

ignitions. Coil pack ignitions will need an adaptor- [BY8918].

4" [101.6mm]

Autometer COBRA mechanical gauges feature a clear flat

lense, chrome bezel styling with a black dial face, white figures

and a white pointer. Perimeter lighting is used.

2 1/16" [52.39mm]

BY201006 0-100psi oil pressure .................. £89.23
Includes 10ft nylon tubing, 1/8” & 1/4” NPT fittings.

BY201007 Water temp gauge 60o-140oc .... £122.72
Includes 6ft capillary & 1/2” NPT fitting. [Capillary tube must

utilize smooth bends [not sharp]. If tube is broken it cannot

be repaired and the gauge is scrap].

SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL

2 1/16" [52.39mm]

FULL SWEEP MECHANICAL

Autometer Cobra electric gauges feature a clear flat lense,

chrome bezel styling with a black dial face, white figures and

a white pointer. Perimeter lighting is used.

BY201014 Oil pressure 0-100psi ............... £101.71
Includes 1/8” npt sender & 1/4” npt fitting

BY201015 Water temp’ 100o-250of .............. £89.38
Can be mounted inside vehicle. Includes 1/8” npt sender &

8ft wiring harness.

BY201011 Fuel level 240e-33f ohms ........... £70.31
240 ohms when empty to 33 ohms when full. Can be used

with BY3262 Autometer tank sender unit.

Please note we can special
order  any Autometer product.
The time taken for delivery will
be relatively short, provided
AUTOMETER have the items
concerned, in stock.

BY201005 Mechanical speedo 180mph ........ £156.88
Mechanical speedo, [requires a speedo cable]. This speedo also

requires a reverse adaptor [BY990340] which will increase the

overall depth from the rim to the rear of the adaptor to 5.5”. Or,

if you want to drive a mechanical speedo with a transmission that

has an electrical output only, use a BYECD1001 drive [cable

must be 5/8”].

BY201009 Voltmeter 8-18 volts ................... £70.00
Does not include wiring

BY990340 Reverse adaptor .......................... £62.84

MOPAR-Official Licensed Gauges
Autometer’s “Traditional” Electric Instruments with MOPAR logo on the face

SPEEDOMETER & ELECTRIC TACHO’

3-3/8"-85.73mm

In-dash mounted MOPAR tachos and speedos feature a clear

flat lense, aluminium bezel styling with a black dial face, white

figures and a red pointer. Perimeter lighting is used.

BY880022 Electronic speedo 160mph ....... £304.76

BY880024 10,000rpm in dash tachometer £239.99
For use with most 4,6 or 8cyl engines.

SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL

2-1/16"-52.4mm 2-1/16"-52.4mm

SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL

Autometer MOPAR electrical gauges feature a clear flat lense,

aluminium bezel with a black face, white figures & a red

pointer. Perimeter lighting is used. Sender units are included

[excluding fuel gauge].

Autometer MOPAR electrical gauges feature a clear flat lense,

aluminium bezel with a black face, white figures & a red

pointer. Perimeter lighting is used. No wiring included.

BY880015 0-100psi oil pressure ................ £118.08
Includes 1/8” NPT sender & 1/4” NPT fitting

BY880016 Water temp’ gauge 100o-250of .... £96.91
Includes 1/8” NPT electric sender, 3/8” & 1/2” NPT fittings.

BY880021 Voltmeter 8-18 volts ................... £83.69

Does not include wiring



- INSTRUMENTS -

Autometer Performance/Street/Race

S8/9 S8/9

PERFORMANCE & STREET - RACE
Autometer’s CHEVY BOWTIE gauges, are an official Licensed product. A clean, very attractive, easy to read design, highly ruggedized

movements built to withstand the rigors of Street/Performance & Competition

SPEEDOMETER & ELECTRIC TACHOS

Autometer in-dash mounted Chevy-Bowtie tachos and speedos

feature a clear flat lense, aluminium bezel styling with a black

dial face, white figures and a red pointer. All gauges have

built in LED lighting.

3-3/8" [85.73mm]

BY3688-00406 Elect’  speedo 160mph ...... £316.04
Electronic speedo, [requires an electronic signal. Could be a

trans’ sender, or a GPS sender, or a propshaft mounted sender].

2-1/16" [52.4mm]

BY3697-00406 0-10,000 in dash tacho’ .... £237.03
Includes 1/8” NPT sender & 1/4” NPT fitting.

Please note we can special
order  any Autometer product.
The time taken for delivery will
be relatively short, provided
AUTOMETER have the items
concerned, in stock.

Autometer in-dash mounted Chevy-Bowtie tachos and speedos

feature a clear flat lense, aluminium bezel styling with a black

dial face, white figures and a red pointer. All gauges have

built in LED lighting.

3-3/8" [85.73mm]

ELECTRIC TACHOMETER ELECTRIC TACHOMETER

3-3/8" [85.73mm]

Autometer pedestal mounted CHEVY-BOWTIE tachometers

feature a clear flat lense, “aluminium” bezel styling with a

black dial face, white figures, a red pointer and an adjustable

shift light. Built in LED lighting.

BY3690-00406 10,000 pedestal tacho’ ...... £263.44
For use with 4,6 or 8cyl engines with most factory and

aftermarket ignitions. Coil pack ignitions will need an adaptor-

[BY8918].

Autometer Chevy-Bowtie electrical gauges feature a clear flat

lense, aluminium bezel with a black face, white figures & a

red pointer. LED lighting is used. Sender units are included

[excluding fuel gauge].

SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL SHORT SWEEP ELECTRICAL

BY3627-00406 0-100psi oil pressure ......... £108.14
Includes 1/8” NPT sender & 1/4” NPT fitting.

BY3637-00406 Water temp’ 100o-250of ..... £121.38
Includes 1/8” NPT electric sender, 3/8” & 1/2” NPT fittings. BY3692-00406 Voltmeter 8-18 volts ............ £83.69

No wiring included.

Autometer Chevy-Bowtie electrical gauges feature a clear flat

lense, aluminium bezel with a black face, white figures & a

red pointer. LED lighting is used. Sender units are included

[excluding fuel gauge].

2-1/16" [52.4mm]

BY3613-00406 Fuel level ............................. £79.92
0 ohms when empty to 90 ohms when full. Works with most

1965-96 Chevy senders.
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Dakota Digital Street/Performance

DAKOTA DIGITAL
Each unit has a message centre. This can show many things provided you have the appropriate sender for the extra function *. All “standard

senders” come with the kit. Speedo is MPH, Water temp is Centigrade, Oil pressure is PSI, Volts=volts, Fuel-most are empty, half, full.

mileage, trip mileage, gear indicator *, outside temperature *, compass * and many other features.

BYVHX1016KW Universal Multi-Level Oval  £1090.12
160mph speedo, centigrade temp gauge-black alloy face with white lighting. Approx size 10.125”

x 5”. Requires 2” of depth at the rear.

BYVHX1017SB Universal Oval £719.40sp
160mph speedo, silver alloy face with blue lighting. Approx size 12.05” x 5.7”. Requires 2.5”

of depth at the rear.

DAKOTA DIGITAL UNIVERSAL KIT
Complete Kit- with Senders & Bezel

DAKOTA DIGITAL UNIVERSAL KIT

Complete Kit- with Senders & Bezel

DAKOTA DIGITAL Ford Pickup 48-50 F1

Complete Kit- with Senders & Bezel

BYVHX48FPUKW Ford Pickup 1948-50 F1 £1029.04
120mph speedo, black alloy face with white lighting. Dual LCD message centres

DAKOTA DIGITAL Ford Pickup 1951-52 F1

Complete Kit- with Senders & Bezels

BYVHX51FPUKW Ford 1951-52 F1 £1086.52
120mph speedo, black alloy face with white lighting. Dual message centres

DAKOTA DIGITAL Ford Pickup 1953-55 F100

Complete Kit- with Senders & Bezel

BYVHX53FPUKW Ford Pickup 1953-55 F100 £1029.04
160mph speedo, black alloy face with white lighting.

DAKOTA DIGITAL Ford Pickup 1956 F100

Complete Kit- with Senders. Original or reproduction bezel required

BYVHX56FPUKW Ford Pickup 1956 F100 £1029.04
120mph speedo, black alloy face with white lighting.

DAKOTA DIGITAL Ford Mustang 1965late+66
Complete Kit- with Senders. Original or reproduction bezel required

BYVHX65FMUSKW Ford Mustang 1965-66  £1029.04
140mph speedo, black alloy face with white lighting.

DAKOTA DIGITAL Ford Mustang 1967-68
Complete Kit- with Senders. Original or reproduction bezel required

BYVHX67FMUSKW Mustang 1967-8,160mph, centigrade water temp, black face+white lighting.

£1029.04

DAKOTA DIGITAL Chevy Pickup 1947-54
Complete Kit- with Senders & Bezels

BYVHX47CPUKW Chevy Pickup 1947-53 £1029.04

BYVHX54CPUKW Chevy Pickup 1954-55 series 1 only £1029.04
160mph speedo, black alloy face with white lighting. Will fit GMC

DAKOTA DIGITAL Ford Mustang 1964-early65

Complete Kit- with Senders. Original or reproduction bezel required

BYVHX64FFALKW Ford Mustang 1964-early65  £1029.04
120mph speedo, 100-260f temperature, black alloy face with white lighting.

Photo = 1947-53
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Dakota Digital Street/Performance/Other Accessories

DAKOTA DIGITAL

BYVHX55CPUKW Chevy Pickup [series 2] 55-59 £1029.04
160mph speedo, black alloy face with white lighting. Wont fit GMC. Use your std

bezel or a replacement can be ordered.

DAKOTA DIGITAL CHEVY Pickup 1955-59 S2
Complete Kit- with Senders Complete Kit- with Senders

DAKOTA DIGITAL CHEVY Car 1957

Complete Kit- with Senders

BYVHX57CKW Chevy Car 1957 £1029.04
160mph speedo, black alloy face with white lighting. Dual message centres. Fits original gauge

housing. Can be used with OEM or aftermarket trim rings.

DAKOTA DIGITAL CHEVY Car 1955-56

BYVHX55CKW Chevy Car 1955-56 £1029.04
160mph speedo, black alloy face with white lighting. Use your std bezel or a replacement can

be ordered. Std gear indicator not used. Can use BYGSS3000

DAKOTA DIGITAL

These kits are available with a black alloy or a silver alloy face. Lighting

can be in blue, red or white. There are also many other models available.

We can obtain any Dakota Digital parts to order. Delivery is prompt as

long as they are available ex stock.

Instruments in KPH or Centigrade can be supplied to special order.

Apply to join our discount club and save 10%. Trade enquiries welcome.

DAKOTA DIGITAL BEZELS

BY610087 65-66 Mustang Woodgrain ......... £79.80

BY610086 65-66 Mustang GT ..................... £53.58

BY610089 1967 Black gauge bezel ............. £86.58

BY610091 1968 Black gauge bezel ............. £93.37

Gauge Bezel seen better days? Get yourself a smart

reproduction. Many types available

DAKOTA DIGITAL-Optional Modules
Use any of these along with your VHX dash to give yourself an even wider

range of information in the message centre

BYBIM172 Compass & outside temp ........ £140.68

BYDIM1 Dim your instrument lights .......... £42.42

DAKOTA DIGITAL-Optional Modules
Use any of these along with your VHX dash to give yourself an even wider

range of information in the message centre

BYGSS3000 Gear position sender-auto ..... £157.66
BYBIM13-2 Display Air-Fuel ratio ............ £140.68
Obtains the info from the sensor in your exhaust

DAKOTA DIGITAL Speedo Drive

If you want to retain your mechanical speedo, but your new gearbox has a
drive for an electric speedo, then this will join the two. Comes with a 36”

cable.

BYECD200BT-1 5/8” x 18tpi at speedo .... £419.65

BYECD1002 GM clip on- at speedo .......... £334.62

BYECD200BT5 Ford clip on- at speedo ... £419.65

BY130049-36 GM clip on cable ................... £39.42

BY130050-36 Ford clip on cable only ......... £39.42

DAKOTA DIGITAL Speedo Drive
If you do not have the means to drive your electronic speedo, then this unit

is worth considering. It works off GPS signals, & combined with your

VHX dash, you will have access to the following extra information, over

& above your speed-

1. Altimeter 2. Clock. 3. Compass. 4. Ambient air temp [optional]

BYGPS-50-2 GPS speed/compass sensor .. £258.66

BY600041 Optional external aerial .............. £31.54

BYSEN-15-1 External temp sensor .............. £30.23

The unit has a built in aerial & accelerometers. For even greater reception

quality an external aerial is available.

 ELECTRONIC SPEEDO DRIVES
These drives send the necessary signal to drive your electronic speedo &

or cruise control

BYSEN-01-4160 2wire 8000 pulse/mile ..... £65.46

 TACHOMETER DRIVES & INTERFACES

BYSGI-8E Tach signal converter ..............£68.80sp

This interface allows a factory tachometer to function accurately after

performing an engine swap with a different number of cylinders or tach

signal.

BYSGI-100BT Tach signal generator ........ £139.46

BY620008 Flywheel sensor ......................... £105.13

 UNIVERSAL SPEED/TACH INTERFACE
Three devices in one, it can adjust/split/recalibrate an electronic speed signal,

calibrate a tach signal, & aid in the creation & adjustment of a petrol tach signal

for diesel swap applications. Many other functions built in.

 MSD Tacho-Fuel-Injection ADAPTORS
When using an MSD “box” sometimes the tachometer cannot hear the

signal from the MSD. In this case an “amplifier” may be required

BY8910 Points or amplifier [white wire] ..... £90.62

BY8920 Magnetic trigger [green/violet] .... £117.36

BY5293 Propshaft sender kit ......... £57.17

BYAJG65 Ford USA sender ............. £96.62

BY957500 Plug+short loom for above £25.34

BY5291 GM & others 7/8” x18tpi £108.95

 PASS-THROUGH PULSE GENERATOR
The BYSEN-01-4280 [Pictured] is a 3 wire unit, used to retain a factory

mechanical speedo & add electronic cruise control that requires an 8,000
pulse per mile sq wave output.

BYSEN-01-4280 3wire 8000 pulse/mile ... £109.02
The BYSEN-01-4160 is a 2 wire unit, used to retain

a factory mechanical speedo & add electronic cruise
control that requires an 8,000 pulse per mile sine

wave [AC] output. This is a larger unit.

Each unit has a message centre. This can show many things provided you have the appropriate sender for the extra function *. All “standard

senders” come with the kit. Speedo is MPH, Water temp is Centigrade, Oil pressure is PSI, Volts=volts, Fuel-most are empty, half, full.

mileage, trip mileage, gear indicator *, outside temperature *, compass * and many other features.
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Shift lights/Other Accessories

SHIFT LIGHTS & OTHER ACCESSORIES

BY3240 Pro-light warning light assy ........... £76.62

Autometer Pro-Light & Lense Covers
Use as a warning light, senders required

BY5343 Digital shift light adj’ ................... £164.27

Autometer Digital Pro-Shift-Shift Light

This version has a black tube. It uses an advanced mounting

system, which makes it easier to set up. It is “level 1” which

means- 1 shift point, 1 LED colour option [amber] and peak

memory. Length is 5.109”, Height 3.094”, Width 2.0625”.

AUTOMETER UNIVERSAL SENDER UNIT

BY3262 Fuel tank sender unit ...................... £72.55

For use with all Autometer universal fuel level

gauges with 240ohms when empty and 33ohms

when full. Float depth in tank is adjustable. Five

bolt fixing pattern in tank.

NYLON TUBING KIT 6ft 1/8” Diameter

For mechanical pressure, except fuel

BY3223 6ft with fitting & ferrules . £20.05

BY4 T piece -boost/vac gauges .. £2.56

AUTOMETER SENDERS/BULBHOLDERS

BY2242 Oil pressure sender ......................... £72.70

BY2258 Temperature sender 1995 on .......... £29.88

BY3220 Bulbholder - 2-1/16” plastic gauges£10.21

For Autometer gauges only
WELD IN ADAPTORS

BY2261 For mech’ temp gauge ...... £15.65

BY2260 For elec’ temp gauge 1/8” £16.60

BY534-49 For oxygen sensor in ex’ .. £10.63

TEMPERATURE GAUGE ADAPTORS

AJG1010 1/2”npt “hole” to 3/8”npt ... £9.58

[Reduce a 1/2”npt thread to 3/8” npt] AJG1010

BY2263 3/8” npt adaptor fitting ..... £15.36

BY2264 1/2” npt adaptor fitting ..... £15.36

BY2 3/8”npt to 1/8”npt .............. £2.93

BY8 1/2”npt to 1/8”npt .............. £4.02

DW1020 For elec’ gauge on Rvr V8 . £6.24

EXTENSION ADAPTER
For Autometer mechanical temp gauges. Gives extra water

passage clearance.

BY2271 Extension 3/8” npt .......................... £21.34

ADAPTERS FOR OIL PRESSURE GAUGES
“T” fitting enables a gauge and a light to be used. [1/8”].

DW1012 “T” fitting 1/8” npt ..................................... £11.41

AJM124 Ford 302 extension for sender ................... £34.03

BY06 Ford 1/4”npt to 1/8”npt adapter ....................... £1.68

GENERAL O/PRESSURE SWITCHES
Used to turn on a dash light, or drive an oil pressure gauge

BY3241 Turns on a light at 18psi ... £39.07

BY3242 Turns on a light at 30psi ... £39.07

BYPS-1 Std [light]switch 1/8”npt .. £12.26

BYPS-3 Ford [light] switch 1/4” npt£12.53

AJM346 Ford [gauge] 65-73 .......... £36.88

Use an AJM348 with AJM346 for 1967-68

GENERAL W/TEMPERATURE SWITCHES
Used to turn on a dash light, or drive a w/temperature gauge

BY3247 210-230f .......................... £21.55sp
BYTS-6 GM 53-81 -light- 1/2”npt . £14.00
BYTS-76 GM for a light 3/8”npt ..... £15.06
BYTS-58 Ford 70-93 [gauge] .......... £12.71
AJM142 64-66 Mustang [gauge] ...... £9.47
AJM144 66-71 Mustang [gauge] .... £10.50

ANGLE RINGS FOR DASH

Angle your gauges in any direction

BY2234 Packet of 3 for 2-1/16” ................... £24.20

GAUGE PANELS

For 2-1/16” gauges

BY2237 2 hole black aluminium .................. £24.31

MOUNTING CUPS or PODS

Autometer 2-1/16” 1995 on

BY2203 Chrome ........................................... £52.70

BY2204 Black ............................................... £39.05

Autometer 2-5/8” Mechanical Temp & Pressure only

BY3203 Chrome ........................................... £46.99

BY3204 Black ............................................... £34.24

Autometer  3-3/8” Use with 3-3/8” in dash speedo & tacho

BY5203 Chrome ........................................... £54.97

BY5204 Black ............................................... £46.66


